
Editors and Associate Editors Wanted  
for Space Weather

Space Weather

Space Weather is devoted to understanding and forecasting 
space weather.  Manuscripts should in general emphasize 
impacts on technical systems including telecommunications, 
transportation, electric power, satellite navigation, avionics/
spacecraft design and operations, human spaceflight and 
other systems. The full scope of the journal can be found on 
our website.

AGU is looking for dynamic, well-organized scientists or 
engineers with high editorial standards to join the editorial 
board. We are especially interested in scientists and/or 
engineers with expertise in the applied aspects of space 
weather, particularly those working in or through connection 
with industry, forecasting offices, and end-users.

Space Weather receives approximately 350 submissions per 
year. The editor and associate editor terms are for 4 years and 
applications will be considered on a rolling basis. Staff support 
is provided by AGU.

• Editors manage the peer review process, assess 
the quality and novelty of the science presented, 
and identify or solicit thought-provoking papers. 
Editors make decisions on the submissions based 
on their own reading, reviews, and, sometimes, 
associate editor recommendations. Editors are 
provided an honorarium and a budget to cover 
editorial office expenses, receive free access to 
all AGU journals, and complimentary registration 
to AGU annual meetings during their terms. 

Candidates can expect to handle about 6-10 new 
manuscripts per month, in addition to revised and 
resubmitted manuscripts.

• Associate Editors support AGU’s rigorous peer 
review by evaluating a manuscript’s merit and 
suitability for peer review, identifying qualified 
reviewers, assessing the reviews and making 
recommendations to the editor. Associate Editors 
might serve as reviewers when needed. Associate 
Editors receive free access to all AGU journals 
and complimentary registration to AGU annual 
meetings during their terms. Candidates can 
expect to handle about 1-2 new manuscripts per 
month, in addition to revised and resubmitted 
manuscripts.

If you like to be considered, please complete the  
application form.

Editors and associate editors are expected to adhere to the 
Ethical Obligations of Editors and Code of Conduct outlined 
in AGU’s Scientific Integrity and Professional Ethics Policy and 
to contribute to AGU’s efforts to promoting diversity, equity, 
inclusion and accessibility (DEIA) in scholarly publishing. 
More information about editorships for AGU Publications can 
be found here.

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/15427390
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/hub/journal/15427390/aims-and-scope/read-full-aims-and-scope
https://forms.monday.com/forms/d7571ff947d5733a108552502ee5033c?r=use1
https://www.agu.org/-/media/files/learn-about-agu/agu_scientific_integrity_and_professional_ethics_policy_document.pdf?utm_source=Space_Weather_Editors_Open_Call_2024&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=ethics_policy
https://www.agu.org/Publish-with-AGU/DEIA?utm_source=Space_Weather_Editors_Open_Call_2024&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=deia
https://www.agu.org/Publish-with-AGU/DEIA?utm_source=Space_Weather_Editors_Open_Call_2024&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=deia
https://www.agu.org/publications/editors?utm_source=Space_Weather_Editors_Open_Call_2024&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=editors_homepage

